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ABSTRACT

The CODER (COmposite Document Expert/extended/effective Retrieval) project is an
investigation of the applicability of artificial intelligence techniques to the information retrieval
task of analyzing, storing, and retrieving heterogeneous collections of “composite documents.”
In order to support some of the processing desired, and to allow experimentation in information
retrieval and natural language processing, a lexicon was constructed from the machine readable
Collins Dictionary of the English Language.  After giving background, motivation, and a survey
of related work, the Collins lexicon is discussed.  Following is a description of the conversion
process, the format of the resulting Prolog database, and characteristics of the dictionary and
relations.  To illustrate what is present and to explain how it relates to the files produced from
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, a number of comparative charts are given.
Finally, a grammar for adverb definitions is presented, together with a description of defining
formula that usually indicate the type of the adverb.  Ultimately it is hoped that definitions for
adverbs and other words will be parsed so that the relational lexicon being constructed will
include many additional relationships and other knowledge about words and their usage.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors:  E.2 [Data Structures]: Tables;
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis and Indexing - dictionaries,
linguistic processing, thesauruses;  I.2.1 [Artificial Intelligence]: Applications and Expert
Systems - natural language interfaces;  I.2.4 [Artificial Intelligence]: Knowledge
Representation Formalisms and Methods - relation systems; I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]:
Natural Language Processing - language parsing and understanding, text analysis

General Terms:  Algorithms, Design

Additional Keywords and Phrases: CODER project, defining formula, dictionary
parsing, machine readable dictionary, relational lexicon



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The CODER Project

The CODER (COmposite Document Expert/extended/effective Retrieval) project is an

investigation of the applicability of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to the information

retrieval (IR) task of analyzing, storing, and retrieving heterogeneous collections of “composite

documents.”  CODER has been designed [FOXE 86c, FRAN 86a] in a flexible fashion so it can

be adapted to a wide variety of types of documents and users (see Figure 1).  Several styles of

human- computer interfaces are supported, and there are plans for extending those schemes.  As

can be seen in Figure 2, an individual with an information need, while searching through the text

of possibly relevant documents or document passages [OCON 80], will often directly examine

term relationships stored in the lexicon.  Indeed, the lexicon plays a central role in the entire

system's operations, since it must be accessed by both the analysis and the retrieval subsystems

(see Figure 3).

To effectively use a comprehensive lexicon in an information retrieval system requires a

number of techniques recently developed by the AI community.  As was demonstrated through

simulation [BELK 84], a blackboard (see [ERMA 80], [HAYEB 84], [ENSO 85]) is of great

value to allow communication among a variety of expert system modules (see, for example

[HAYE 83]).  I3R, an information retrieval system with a blackboard and a number of experts

coded in LISP [THOM 85], following many of the suggestions of [BELK 84], has been under

development, but has not involved lexicon construction or natural language processing.  In the

CODER project, it is hoped that the lexicon will assist with problems that have plagued others,

such as disambiguation [EARL 73] and context recognition [CHAR 82].  The aim is for lexical-

semantic relations to be derived from machine readable books with sufficient care and planning

that the end result will be readily usable [MILL 85a,b].

CODER is implemented primarily in MU-Prolog [NAIS 85], and while the overall

architecture is based upon message passing [FOXE 86b, 87], each of the many specialized

experts will typically have its own set of rules [HAYE 85].  Prolog seems especially appropriate

for this type of system development [HELM 85].  Logic programming can help not only in

general problem solving [KOWA 79], but also with the natural language component [PERE 83].

In similar fashion to the well-behaved ARGON system [PATE 84], frames (proposed in [MINS



75] and surveyed in [FIKE 85]) have been incorporated to represent various objects and object

classes.

Based on previous experience in implementing a modern version of the SMART retrieval

system [FOXE 83b], CODER is being developed as an even more versatile test bed [FOXE 85a]

for handling composite documents [FOXE 85b].  Knowledge representation schemes are

particularly important to investigate [FRAN 86b].  It will incorporate the most common and the

most promising retrieval methods [FOXE 83a].  Ultimately, it should combine some of the best

features of systems such as TOPIC [HAHN 84], I3R, SMART, and RUBRIC [TONG 83], and

allow careful experimentation to determine which methods do indeed lead to the greatest

improvements in performance.

The CODER lexicon has two parts: one with general linguistic knowledge, and one with

specialized knowledge about the area(s) covered by the document collection.  Since for our initial

experimentation a collection of over four years of the ARPANET AIList Digest has been

gathered, we have been fortunate to obtain the machine readable text of the Handbook of

Artificial Intelligence from the SUMEX Computer Project at Stanford University with the

permission of William Kaufman.  That work has already been analyzed to obtain some of the

easily identifiable domain knowledge (e.g., phrases, names, and a taxonomy of topics).

Because special knowledge is so important in developing sublanguage grammars [SAGE 75],

further work with the Handbook  may also be needed, especially to aid with document analysis.

General linguistic knowledge makes up the kernel of the lexicon, and can be used with any

collection of documents.  Indeed, the CODER lexicon may be of value outside CODER, to aid

other types of natural language processing research.

1.2 Timeliness of Lexicon Construction Research

New high-capacity storage devices [FUJI 84], especially optical disks like CD-ROMs, can

now be integrated with powerful microcomputers and advanced retrieval techniques [FOXE

86a]. Electronic books have been studied [WEYE 82],  electronic encyclopedias (see [COOK

84], [WEYE 84]) are now available, and electronic dictionaries [FOXM 80] will soon

proliferate.  Yet, while numerous data structures and related algorithms have been thoroughly

studied by computer scientists [GONN 84], little attention has been given to access methods for

text [FALO 85].  In certain cases, partial matching can be easily handled [PFAL 80];



superimposed coding [RAMA 85] is built-in to the Prolog interpreter being employed in the

CODER development effort [NAIS 85] and performs well with large fact bases [SACK 85].

Machine readable dictionaries have been under investigation for a number of years [AMSL

84] and it is hoped that they will become more easily accessible [KAYM 84].  It should soon

cost less than $20 each to produce a CD-ROM with the text of a large dictionary accessible by

inexpensive personal computers.  Even the vast Oxford English Dictionary  (OED) will be

available this decade in a compact machine-readable form for research and ordinary use [LESK

85].

Work in computational linguistics and other areas has brought us to the point of being able

to manipulate not only the text but also some of the knowledge in dictionaries.  This has long

been a goal: Quillian's seminal work on semantic networks [QUIL 68] described a semantic

memory including definitions of word senses and a taxonomic hierarchy of word concepts.  In

recent years, interest in the task has increased rapidly.  Ahlswede [AHLS 85] describes a tool kit

being developed to build lexicons from machine readable dictionaries.  At IBM, semantic

hierarchies have been automatically extracted from dictionaries [CHOD 85] and powerful parsers

with syntactic and semantic components [MCCO 84] can be used to analyze a large subset of the

English language.  The newly-emerged discipline of logic programming [GENE 85] provides aid

in a variety of problem solving tasks [KOWA 79], especially where (certain limited forms of)

inferencing is required.  Simmons [SIMM 83] encoded the key information in the first fifty

pages of the Handbook of Artificial Intelligence  (HAI) for subsequent use, and one ambitious

project is underway to build an enormous, detailed knowledge base by encoding a large

encyclopedia [LENA 86].  Various knowledge representation schemes are becoming widely

used, and researchers are identifying what types of reasoning with that knowledge is

computationally tractable [LEVE 84].

1.3 Need for Improved Information Retrieval

In spite of the advances just mentioned and others even more directly related, there has

been little improvement during the last several decades in the effectiveness of commercially

available information retrieval systems.  According to one recent study involving a popular

retrieval system, after what lawyers and paralegals thought was thorough searching only about

20% of the relevant cases were identified [BLAI 85].  Yet new storage, processing,

communication, and display methods have been applied to make almost 3000 databases [WILL



85b] accessible for a variety of purposes [WILL 85a].  With the advent of front-ends, gateways,

and intelligent intermediary systems, there is a new potential to make these databases more

convenient and effective [WILL 86].  It is hoped that automatic text retrieval methods will play a

role in realizing this potential [SALT 86].  As the number of full-text databases grows [TENO

84], however, automatic methods heretofore tested with bibliographic databases will have to be

adapted to allow selection of passages rather than documents [OCON 80].  Especially in that

environment, lexical and other natural language processing (NLP) aids will be essential for

improving retrieval effectiveness [DOSZ 86].

For information retrieval purposes, it is important to match relevant documents to users'

queries even when there are mismatches in language usage. It has become clear in recent years

that controlled and uncontrolled vocabularies have different properties in the retrieval process,

and that effective use of both yields better results than if only one is allowed [SVEN 86].  A

clearer understanding of words, word senses, and their interrelationships is essential to the

creation and use of general and specialized thesauri that can lead to improvements in precision as

well as recall.

The applicability of linguistics to information science has been studied for a number of

years [SPAR 73].    While linguistically-motivated processing such as stemming [LOVI 68]

leads to clear gains and can free users from the burden of decision-making about truncation, little

benefit resulted from early attempts to apply syntactic analysis [SALT 80].  A recent survey

[SALT 83 Chapter 7] indicates that new developments in computational linguistics and

knowledge representation may be more promising.  Semantic as well as syntactic analysis is

being studied in an Intelligent Retrieval Expert System now under development [DEFU 85].

In addition to using linguistic information to improve query formulation, now that natural

language front-ends to database management systems are becoming more common and better

understood it seems appropriate to provide similar tools for information retrieval systems.  Such

an interface can not only facilitate a more natural dialog but also build the static and dynamic user

models that are necessary for an adaptive mixed-initiative search session [DANI 86b].  For such

a system to individualize its behavior [BORG 85], it must understand the user's vocabulary and

relate that to the vocabulary of relevant documents [WILLP 85].  While vocabularies in a limited

domain can be hand-crafted [NIEH 76], the broader domain of large scale information retrieval

systems requires automatic methods to construct more comprehensive lexicons.  Lexical and

semantic information is needed if the system is to help searchers map interest statements to

documents in one or several collections by more than trivial translations (allowed for example,



by Dialindex [DIAL 86]).

1.4 Needs in NLP

Computational linguists have realized the need for procedures to analyze and generate text.

Augmented transition networks (ATNs, which are surveyed in [BATE 78]) have been widely

used for syntactic and semantic analysis, and Prolog definite clause grammars (DCGs) have

popularized language processing as well as enabled construction of powerful syntactic analyzers

[PERE 83].  While syntax alone can be effective for sublanguage processing [SAGE 75], and

semantic or memory-based parsers work for limited domains or for high level paraphrasing

[LEBO 83a, 83b, 84], general applications require morphology, syntax, and semantics [MARC

84].  Integrated processing is needed for robust natural language understanding [SELF 86], so

that computers can ultimately be applied to realistic comprehension tasks [RIES 82].  Yet

computationally efficient techniques (see [GAZD 85], [POLL 85]) are needed to realize such a

system.

Text comprehension requires knowledge as well as processing.  Analysis by word experts

can be extremely powerful [RIEG 81], and representations of phrasal patterns are also valuable

[WILE 84].  Context provides additional clues when it can be recognized [CHAR 82], and

methods for basing language processing on situation semantics are evolving [LESP 86].  For

greatest flexibility, a declarative knowledge base containing all the objects and procedures

involved in all these aspects of language processing must be developed.  Simmons has

highlighted the power of such an approach for analysis or generation of text and for machine

translation [SIMM 84].  Kucera points out the many values of an on-line lexicon [KUCE 85].

Yet most language processing systems know about less than 3000 words, and the few which

contain more than 10,000 words (e.g. [WHIT 83]) usually have little semantic information for

most entries. Clearly a comprehensive lexicon with declarative representations of morphological,

syntactic, phrasal, and semantic information would be a great boon for NLP.



1.5 Available Lexical Resources

Lexical resources of interest presently available fall into the following classes: tagged

corpuses of text, machine-readable dictionaries, word lists, small lexicons in specially devised

forms, and a few moderately large lexicons containing primarily morphological and syntactic

information, supplemented with semantic field and restriction data.

The Brown Corpus [KUCE 67] has been analyzed extensively to determine frequency and

grammatical tagging of words in a million-word sample of 1961 American English [FRANC

82].  The LOB Corpus is a similar British English collection, where probabilities have been

applied to aid in tagging [BEAL 85].  Such gatherings of text are the raw material for

lexicographers and for construction of dictionaries, and can be used to check and tune results of

other processing.

Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary  (W7) and Pocket Dictionary  (WPD) are

probably the most studied machine-readable dictionaries.  Conversion from the typesetter form

into a suitable computer format has been a difficult and time-consuming task— see [MCIL 84]

and [MITT 85] regarding the Oxford Advanced Dictionary of Current English, and see [WOHL

86] about the Collins Dictionary of the English Language  (CDEL).  There has been a gradual

shift from concern with storage efficiency and related matters [SHER 74] to providing a logical

and convenient form to work with [PETE 82].  While various forms of W7 and WPD exist, the

publisher has been reluctant to permit further release of tape copies.  Longman's dictionary has

also become a popular resource for linguistic studies, but several years ago the publisher began

limiting distribution to the research community.

These dictionaries and other information resources have been collected by researchers such

as Amsler and Walker at Bell Communications Resources [WALK 85].  Amsler in particular has

worked with nouns and verbs, which make up by far the bulk of the language [AMSL 81].

Amsler and Walker have collected running text from the New York Times  and noted that more

than half of the words in that collection do not appear in W7, and vice versa.  As a result, they

have launched an ambitious campaign to gather almanacs and other knowledge resources that

will supplement the dictionaries and help provide better coverage of the set of words now in

active use.

The Waterloo Centre for the New OED has become a focal point for research in dictionary-

related processing, owing to its committment to support production of a machine-readable form



of the Oxford English Dictionary.  That effort is well underway, and should result in creation of

the New OED within a few years since the keying of both the OED and the Supplement is

complete.  But copies of the dictionary sections already produced can only be worked with at the

Centre, and emphasis to-date has been on practical problems of production and access, as well as

on linguistic issues of what should be included, and in what form.

Oxford has supported develoment of another resource of linguistic information in the form

of its Text Archive.  Dictionaries, books, and a variety of other resources can be purchased for a

nominal fee by researchers; many items are in the unrestricted class, which means that any

researcher can have access — quite a different situation than is developing with many dictionary

producers.

The above list is just a sampling of what is available; each author, editor, or publisher has

different policies.  Special arrangements can be made with originators of various resources, but

for the sake of research in information retrieval or natural language processing it is especially

important to obtain assurances from the start that such valuable assets as lexicons will be

available to other researchers after completing a long project.

1.6 Lexical Knowledge for IR — Theories

Some type of indexing vocabulary is needed for any retrieval system.  Svenomius surveys

the evolution of presently used schemes [SVEN 86], and highlights a number of unresolved

research questions, including:

• What is the effect of different kinds or degrees of vocabulary control on retrieval
effectiveness?

• What is the effect on retrieval performance of automating different forms and kinds of
vocabulary control?

Svenomius suggests that it will take more broad-minded research than has previously been

carried out to resolve the many issues and interactions among such variables as subject matter of

the collection, mix of free text vs. controlled search terms, user need for a few good vs. all

relevant items, precision level desired, forms of control of the vocabulary (e.g., orthographic,

synonym, hierarchical, related-term), automatic vs. intellectual control, and user need or desire

for special control.



While the science of vocabulary control clearly stands in need of an underlying theory,

there are useful theories that deal with automatic indexing and retrieval [SALT 83].  Suppose that

the words in the text are to be used to produce a set of weighted index terms.  Weights then can

be based on two statistics: the number of documents in which a term appears, and the number of

times a term appears in a document.  Unfortunately, while a (medium or low frequency) word

that appears frequently in a document is likely to be more important than one that occurs rarely,

stylistic conventions confound this effect.  In technical articles the general subject matter is often

introduced in the title and first few sentences to set a context, and not repeated.  Also, it is

considered bad style to repeat a word many times, so authors tend to vary the terminology and

means of expression to make reading more pleasant.  Clearly, control of synonyms is important;

in some fashion it is necessary to identify “conceptual clusters” of terms so that frequency values

are not too low.  On the other hand, frequency values can be artificially high because of

homonymy and because on average every dictionary headword has two definitions [PETE 82].

While stemming is generally useful, it can further aggravate the homonym problem if searching

on precise word senses is desired.

The number of documents in which a term occurs is another problematic statistic.  Many

studies have assumed that terms co-occurring in more documents than expected bear some

relationship, but this is especially difficult to ascertain for low frequency terms, where automatic

thesaurus construction is of most use.  High frequency terms, according to the theory, should

not be very valuable, but they make up the bulk of most queries, and so cannot be ignored, and

building phrases from them is expensive.

These indexing theories can be integrated with the vector space retrieval model [SALT 83],

where a different dimension is associated with each index term.  However, there is a conceptual

problem in that dimensions should be independent whereas terms certainly do not occur

independently.  External knowledge based on pseudoclassification or on a priori relationships

among terms can be of particular value in a generalized vector space model where dependencies

are accounted for [RAGH 86].  Thus, use of linguistic rather than co-occurrence based term

association data may be both practically and theoretically beneficial.

Some recent retrieval systems have espoused theories less dependent on frequency

information.  Tong et al. [TONG 83] hold that  (fuzzy) membership of documents relating to the

query rule-set can be determined from a knowledge base that represents a query.  Croft and

Thompson [THOM 85] suggest that document relevance can be inferred by logic from the query

supplied.  In both cases it is presumed that having more information than just a word list and



using knowledge-oriented processing  should provide a sound basis for retrieval.

1.7 Lexical Knowledge for IR — Studies

Lexical information can be used in retrieval in a number of ways.  The classic approach

has been to take some (i.e. the low frequency) terms in a query and “expand” them by replacing

them with a class representative or by adding (possibly down-weighted or OR'ed) terms.

Typically this involves using an intellectually or automatically produced thesaurus; the former

may be useful for a general subject area while the latter must be created anew for each collection.

In comparing performance of automatic and manual retrieval approaches, Salton observed

that a significant benefit resulted from having a good thesaurus [SALT 72].  Sparck Jones

[SPAR 71] and others used co-occurrence frequencies and term clustering to automatically

develop word classes particularized to a given collection, and found that a number of similar

approaches all yielded a small improvement.  Rather than develop a global collection thesaurus,

Attar and Fraenkel [ATTA 77] produced a set of “searchonyms” from the relevant retrieved

documents arising out of a feedback experiment.  More widely applicable aids are desired, and

linguistic solutions seem a likely source.  An early investigation demonstrated that expanding

queries by adding in terms that are lexically or semantically related does improve retrieval

performance [FOXE 80].  This work was corroborated [EVEN 82], and later extended [FOXE

84]. Further studies by Evens et al. showed that finding related terms worked best with queries

that initially led to few relevant documents [WANG 85]. However, online dictionaries with

lexical and semantic relations are needed if such an approach is to be incorporated in a practical

system.

Early proposals on the structure of these relational lexicons were made in [APRE 69],

[MELC 73], and later refined in [EVEN 79,85].  Semi-automatic tools to aid in the construction

process have been developed [AHLS 85].  Several large scale lexicons are already under

development (e.g., [WHIT 83]), in part to help with parsing [SAGE 81].  Eventually, analysis

of documents to identify key topics [HAHN 84] and structure [BABA 85] will become feasible

with the aid of such lexicons.

An alternative to thesaurus use is improving the representation of documents and queries.

If relationships among words can be determined without reference to the collection,

improvements to standard vector processing are possible [RAGH 86].  Many studies have

considered identifying and using noun phrases, which often improves precision over using



single terms alone (ex. [DEFU 85]).  Linguistic analysis of queries can help in this regard

[SPAR 84].  A more direct approach is to disambiguate word senses in documents and queries,

so that matches are at the sense rather than lexeme or stem level.  If the many difficult problems

involved could be solved it might then be possible to represent relationships among word senses,

thereby combining recall-improving and precision-improving devices.  A limited success in both

these directions has been achieved by attaching semantic field tags to words to help disambiguate

senses and to identify related fields [WALK 85].

Katzer et al. [ KATZ 86] studied the effects of resolving anaphora in one experimental

test.  They replaced anaphoric references with the proper word or phrase and compared retrieval

results against those obtained from the original texts.  No clear findings were obtained from this

trial; it seems that more sophisticated methods are needed to obtain a consistent improvement.

Several studies have suggested providing a natural language dialog interface for users of

retrieval systems.  [DANI 86b] surveys the early work (in the cognitive science and retrieval

areas) and discusses the issues involved. Applying these ideas to the matter of vocabulary

suggests the following.

• A user's statements and responses may reflect knowledge and size of active
vocabulary in the area of interest, which could be used to predict the degree of
expansion that should be applied to a query.

• As a dialog develops, the system should obtain context and background to aid in
“understanding” the query.

• During the course of several searches, the system can infer both dynamic (i.e. related
to the state of a particular strategy) and static (longer-term) models of the user to aid
in selecting search strategies [DANI 86a].

• The system can “explain” (and when appropriate, ask for approval of) its actions.

1.8 Lexical Knowledge for NLP

Since lexical knowledge is so central to NLP, it should be adequate to simply list some of

the important applications.

• A complete lexical entry provides information at all linguistic levels regarding a
lexeme, so a parser need only possess procedural knowledge, and yet can prepare the
fewest number of unambiguous parses.

• Lexical and semantic information can aid in creating knowledge representations.

• Combining a knowledge base and a lexicon should aid in all types of inferencing.



• For generation, having a large lexicon accessible from the semantic representation
component should allow a system to vary its presentation content and style, tailor its
responses to a user's vocabulary, and prepare text that is both salient and complete.

2. CODER Lexicon

2.1 Long Range Plan

Initially, the CODER lexicon will be made up of information in the Collins Dictionary of

the English Language  (CDEL), and that should be adequate for testing of the prototype system.

Later, it is hoped that a more comprehensive lexicon will be developed, including the Oxford

Advanced Learners Dictionary of Current English  (OALDCE), and the Oxford Dictionary of

Contemporary Idiomatic English  (ODCIE, Volumes 1 and 2).  Whereas CDEL is a  large

dictionary with current terms included about scientific and technical areas, OALDCE is designed

to help learners;  while smaller it has more detail, especially about verbs.  ODCIE will help with

idioms/phrases and with verb-particle combinations.  All in all, this collection of dictionaries

should be of enormous aid in building a comprehensive lexicon (of British and U.S. English)!

Long term goals in connection with building a comprehensive lexicon are:

1) to transform the (freely available for research use) machine readable dictionaries of the
Oxford Text Archive ([HANK 79], [HORN 74], [COWI 75,83]) from their original
typeset form to a Prolog fact base, which can then be requested from that same Archive,

2) to analyze the structure of definitions so they can be automatically parsed,

3) to combine the results of processing several dictionaries to obtain as many lexical and
semantic relations as possible, and

4) to apply this lexicon to the processing of documents and queries, by incorporating it in
CODER's natural language analysis components.

2.2 Description of the Collins Dictionary

There is a separate entry for each headword in the dictionary.  Headwords are words or

phrases, usually in lower-case, but they can also be proper names, mixed alphanumerics or

numerics (e.g. “A1”), words with embedded/leading/trailing apostrophes, prefixes/suffixes,

compound words, foreign terms, or abbreviations/symbols/acronyms.  When headwords have

the same spelling but have different origins they are assigned homograph numbers.  For some

headwords there are allowable variant spellings which are given in the entry, sometimes with a



country indicator (e.g. “centre or U.S. center”).  Headwords and variant spellings both have an

associated syllabification.  Regular inflections (as defined in the front materials) are not given,

but exceptions are shown (e.g. “goose pl. geese”).  Morphological variants (different forms of

the headword that are not headwords individually) appear at the end of an entry without any

definition, but with a part of speech indication.

There are eight standard parts of speech: adjective, adverb, conjunction, interjection,

noun, preposition, pronoun, and verb.  Verb may be transitive or intransitive.  Some other less

traditional parts of speech include: determiner, sentence connector (ex. “therefore”), sentence

substitute (ex. “aye”), adjective postpositive (i.e. words like “ablaze” that are used predicatively

or after the noun), adjective postnominal (i.e. words like “acting” used before the noun), plural

nouns (ex. “trousers”), and modifier (ex. “absentee”).  Abbreviations and symbols are also

indicated in the part of speech location. Approximately 2500 famous people's names appear as

headword entries, possibly with first names, pseudonyms, nicknames, titles, and original

names.

Associated with word senses are sometimes a label or “category” that restricts the word to

subject field, appropriateness, connotation, nationality, etc.  The major classes of categories are:

temporal, usage, connotative, subject-field, national/regional, or trademarks.  Senses appear in

rank order, so that the first is most commonly used and the last is least commonly used.

Subdefinitions appear when there is a slight variation in sense of a word, or when the meaning is

constant while the part of speech varies (ex. “beige” is a noun indicating a color but can also be

an adjective when describing items of that color).  Categories pertain to a given sense and so

apply to all subsenses.

Example sentences and phrases illustrate the use of word senses.  Usage notes supplement

this information with remarks on how to use a particular word or word sense.  Further guidance

is shown through one of several types of cross reference: related adjectives (ex. noun “wall” has

related adjective “mural” which is of French origin), comparisons (indicated by “see” or “see

also” or “compare”), and alternative names (indicated by “also” or  “also called” or “Official

name:”).

Etymologies and pronunciation appear in entries; occurrences of the latter are scattered

throughout entries.  Often pronunciation  is shown in parenthesis.



2.3 Conversion from Typeset Form

A SUN Microcomputer Inc. workstation with a large disk store was used to process the

CDEL tape provided by the Oxford Text Archive.  UNIX routines such as lex, yacc, awk, as

well as special C programs were developed to convert the typeset form of CDEL into a form that

could be loaded into a Prolog fact base.  Nine passes were required so that the font changes and

special characters present could be analyzed sufficiently to decode the structure of definitions.

95% of the roughly 80,000 headwords were successfully processed in this fashion [WOHL 86].

The remaining 3000 headwords could not be handled by the conversion program and so

were manually edited until they could be processed.  Included in this set were entries like “take”

which had a very large number of senses.

2.4 Characteristics of Constructed Relations

A conceptual structure was imposed upon the dictionary in order to extract useful

information.  Figure 4 shows the hierarchical structure of the CDEL.  For each lexeme there may

be several homographs which are each assigned a headword.  Below the headword is the syntax

level where part of speech is indicated.  Next is the sense level, and at the bottom is the sub-

sense level.  While a lexeme itself determines the first level, a list of numbers indicates a given

instance of a sense or sub-sense according to these distinctions.

Table 1 shows the list of relations, along with some description, that have been produced

as a result of processing CDEL.  Since Prolog can serve as a database query language, use of

such normalized relations is especially convenient.  Later, organizations that are more space and

time efficient may be added or may replace the current collection.

The syntax of the relations  is given in Table 2, where “word” and “homnum” and

sometimes the “defnum” and “subnum” specify varying levels of specificity as discussed above

and shown in Figure 4.  As can be seen from the format, c_ABBREV and c_ALSO_CALLED

both allow reference to a separate headword.  The c_COMPARE relation can associate with a

particular word sense where a comparision is illustrative, and the c_RELADJ also relates to

another word sense.  When a headword has two or more morphological variants (see

c_MORPH), the preferred is first and others follow in order.  When a person's name appears, all

parts that are not the last name are shown in the c_NLAST relation; it is often difficult to separate



the parts of a name more thoroughly.  The c_PLURAL relation often shows irregular plural

forms but may show other irregular inflections or forms, which can be distinguished by

knowing the part of speech.  The singular form or ending may appear, as is the case for

c_SINGULAR.  Sometimes semicolons appear in the string of a c_SAMP usage example, to

separate compatible definitions at the sense level.  Underscores appear in the c_SYLL and

c_VAR_SYLL strings to separate syllables.  It should be noted that since CDEL is a British

dictionary, in most cases the headword in  the c_VAR_SPELL relation is the British form and

the variant is the U.S. form.

Because there is a length limit on tuples that will be stored in the MU-Prolog external

database, long strings appearing in definitions (c_DEF) and usage examples (c_USAGE) were

split into multiple numbered tuples.  The number of such tuples is given for each entry in the

c_DEF_NUM or c_USAGE_NUM relation.

2.5 Comparison with Other Dictionaries

Tables below give frequency information about the CDEL (also referred to as CED) fact

database according to the initial processing of almost 80,000 headwords.  From Table 3 it can be

seen that CDEL is actually larger than Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary (see

discussion in [PETE 82]) and, in many cases, has more types of information (i.e. an average of

about 5.5 as opposed to 4.5 tuples per headword). This can be of particular value.  Indeed, there

are more than twice as many morphological variants and categories.  W7 has no usage samples

while CDEL has a large number.  Note that “CED freq” refers to the number of tuples in a given

relation, “CED freq/hd” is the average number of times a relation appears for a headword, and

“CED % usage” is the relative frequency of a relation compared with all other relations.

The category entries, the most common of which are shown in Table 4, give clues as to

semantic field.  As is usual with most systems of manually assigned categories, however, a fair

amount of cleanup is needed to make the category scheme more systematic and less redundant.

Thus, there are a number of broad terms (e.g. “sport”) and many more specific terms which

could be related to parent broader terms.

Table 5 shows how different dictionary editors approach the use of homograph numbers.

In W7 there is a new entry just about every time a part of speech changes.  This can be seen

since W7 has more frequent use of larger homograph numbers.  In CDEL, on the other hand,



multiple parts of speech often appear for a given headword rather than appearing as a separate

headword.

Table 6 is the Part of Speech list; here again it is seen how CDEL compares with

Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary  and Pocket Dictionary  (studied by Amsler).  It

should be noted that since in [PETE 82] there is a distinction between the primary and secondary

parts of speech, it was necessary to combine those results to aid in comparison.  Almost two

thirds of the entries are nouns.  While CDEL is larger than W7, it has (in absolute terms) slightly

fewer adjective and adverbs, but this may be influenced by the fact that there are more parts of

speech used to classify entries.

W7 and CDEL have very similar distributions of the number of word senses per

headword, as can be seen in Table 7.  Unhappily, the tail of the distribution is much longer for

CDEL, which forced the processing programs to have to deal with very long entries (up to 50

senses!).

On the other hand, the tail of the distribution on number of sub-senses is much longer for

W7 than for CDEL, as can be seen in Table 8.  Apparently, there are fewer word senses, but

more sub-senses per sense (up to 14!), in W7.

2.4 Revisions Needed to Load into MU-Prolog Fact Base

To load the relations into Prolog, it was necessary to make some character substitutions so

that the normal read-in processing could be used.  Since the single quote delimits atoms,

apostrophes were converted to the caret (“^”).  Periods are used to end Prolog facts and rules, so

all periods were changed to a vertical bar (“|”).

In some cases, during the nine passes of processing the routines did not recognize

beginnings of certain relations appearing in the midst of definitions.  In particular, “compare”

and “see also” entries had to be removed from definitions (i.e. the c_DEF relation) and manually

entered as new relations (e.g. c_COMPARE).

It was noted that pronunciation information appears in many different places in several of

the relations.  Usually, pronunciations are found in parentheses immediately following some

words in the text field of the c_DEF file.  To allow decoding of these appearances, the mapping



of character sequences in the Prolog fact base to IPA codes is shown in Table 9.

2.5 Status

All entries in the dictionary are now in a form that can be consulted by the MU-Prolog

interpreter.  Spot checking has shown that there are still a small number of “compare” and “see

also” phrases appearing in the text field of other relations, so a bit more cleanup is needed.  After

that, specifications must be prepared so that the many relations can be loaded into an external

MU-Prolog fact base, to be accessed using the two-level superimposed coding scheme [SACK

83].

A certain amount of tuning of the parameters is expected so that access to the CDEL facts will be

rapid for the most common types of processing.

With the CDEL relations available, a pilot study has been undertaken to delve further into

construction of lexical and semantic relations.  While others have studied nouns and verbs

[AMSL 81] and adjectives [AHLS 83], there is little information available on adverb definitions

(except the work by Klick discussed in [EVEN 82]). The remainder of this report deals with the

content and structure that have been observed in CDEL adverb definitions.

3. CDEL Adverb Definitions

3.1 Adverb Types and Functions

Adverbs are very useful modifiers.  Their function allows them to be typed according to

the following scheme:

FUNCTION TYPE

(logical) transition

when time

where location
direction

why purpose

how manner
 state
degree



Types are often easy to identify by examining the text of the adverb definition.

TRANSITION  is for idiomatic expressions such as “on the other hand” which must be
identified as phrases, not parsed.  Therefore, recognition of this type should be done
before further processing.

TIME is indicated by “from, at, after, before, between, during, in, throughout, to.”  Less
often, participles “coming” and “following” indicate TIME.  When both “from” and “to”
are present, a time span is usually specified.

LOCATION is for adverbs indicating place.  Defining formulas (i.e., a pattern present in the
definition) usually begin with “at, in, before, behind, beneath, between, on, outside,
over, throughout, to, within.”

DIRECTION is used for adverbs that indicate movement from one position to another and
have such definitions as “from one side to the other” or “on or to the other side.”
Definitions tend to contain “from” or “to” and sometimes “towards, up, in.”

PURPOSE is for adverbs which tell for what purpose or reason something is done.  The
definitions usually begin with “for” as in “for an express purpose” or “for one reason
only.”

MANNER type definitions are usually prepositional phrases beginning with “as, by, in,
like, with, without” or participial phrases beginning with “using.”  They describe the
manner, way, or fashion in which something exists or is done, and most often follow
the pattern “in a <ADJSTRG> manner.”  Manner can be viewed as having two
subcategories: STATE and DEGREE.

STATE refers to state of being.  It is the manner in which something exists.  As with
MANNER, prepositional phrases beginning with “in” often define it.  “On” is also
common, as in “on fire.”  Present participles such as “burning” can be used.  The “-ly
VED” combination, as in “emotionally aroused” or “brightly illuminated” is easy to
identify.  Less common but still reliable are definitions beginning with “being” or “-ly
VING” such as “being behind a competitor” or “aimlessly drifting.”

DEGREE describes the intensity with which something is done.  It includes, especially,
those words defined as “intensifier” which modify adjectives that can be graded.  An
example is the adjective “interested” which takes adverbs “very, slightly, somewhat,
not, not very.”  Any adjective that refers to speed or force or steadiness or quality is a
likely candidate to be modified by an adverb of degree.

3.2 Grammar for Adverb Definitions in CDEL

CDEL definitions often have “usage” information which indicates how the adverb can be

used or in what context it can be used.  There are special tokens, for example, “:” or “, esp.”‚

and word patterns such as:



used (in | to)

as modifier

a less common (spelling of | word for)

a variant [spelling] of

that | as

an (archaic | informal | obsolete) word for

an (emphatic | intensive) form of

an exclamation used to

another (term | word) for

dialect

short for

the (comparative | superlative) of

Sometimes there are several definitions that appear together; they are usually separated by “;” or

“!” as is shown in the following grammar rule:

ADVDEF -> [USAGE] [ONEDEF [';' ONEDEF | '!' ONEDEF]*] ['.'] [USAGE]

A preliminary version of a grammar has been developed as can be seen in Table 10.

Much clearer, however, is Table 11, which gives the defining formulas in chart form,

relating each defining formula to a type and indicating the complement type expected.  With the

aid of Table 11, types following the above descriptions can be easily obtained.

Analyzing definitions can be done by considering the structures (pattern of parts of

speech) present or by considering specific wording.  Thus, when we see

ADV   (; ADV)*

then each separate adverb definition is a synonym; when we see

ADV     ADV

this indicates that both entries together form a synonym phrase (like “all around”); when we see

ADV     VED

this indicates that  ADV is a synonym while the VED is a state; and when we see

ADV     VING

this indicates that  ADV is a synonym while VING is a motion verb.  Finally, when we have

a less common spelling of ADV

then we know we have an ADV that could substitute for the headword.



In some cases of Table 11 there are more than one possible type of definition.  There are,

though, algorithms that can be used to decide, such as:

after: if the NP complement contains “time” or “delay”
then type = time
else type = location

to: if the complement NP contains “extent” or “degree”
then type = degree
else type = direction or location

3.3 Problems

Further work is needed to actually program a parser for the adverb definitions.  However,

there are some problems to resolve beforehand.  A notational scheme for handling grades of

intensity (ex., +++ for “very accelerated”) must be developed and tied in with grades in the

definitions.  Lexical handling of the “;” and “!” entries, and separation of the USAGE forms is

needed. Most difficult, however, is the issue of handling the word “not” appearing in the middle

of a definition.  Scopes must be determined accurately so that antonyms can be properly

recognized or other appropriate analysis invoked.



4. Summary and Conclusions

A large and comprehensive lexicon would be of particular value to help with IR and NLP

research investigations.  Due to the availability of machine readable dictionaries, it is now

possible to develop such a lexicon.  With optical disk technology rapidly improving, it is clear

that a large lexicon could be easily distributed on inexpensive read-only or write once media.  As

a result of progress in NLP and IR, it is clear that dictionary entries can be at least partially

analyzed, to provide even more useful information for such tasks as query expansion.

In connection with the CODER Project, initial processing of the Collins dictionary has

been completed, and a Prolog fact base that is syntactically correct has been developed.

Additional cleaning will take place, and then the MU-Prolog external database routines will be

used to index these facts for fast partial match access according to a two-level superimposed

coding scheme.   At that time the fact base will be usable to support testing of the CODER

prototype now under development.

More information is available in the CDEL than is readily accessible, however, since in the

Prolog fact base definitions and usage examples are but simple uninterpreted text strings.

Because Ahlswede, Amsler, Evens and others have already studied definitions of nouns, verbs,

and adjectives, it was decided that definitions of adverbs in CDEL should be analyzed (though

there has been work by Klick that is described in [EVEN 82]).  A simple grammar for CDEL

adverb definitions has been specified, and related to the various types of adverbs that are present.

In the future, a parser for adverb definitions could be prepared, and, ultimately, parsers

for the other parts of speech could be developed.  Later, other dictionaries could be analyzed too.

As new sets of information become available they can in turn become the subject of further

experimental studies aimed at applying lexicology and computational linguistics to help develop

more effective information retrieval systems.
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